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Abstract— Due to the increased availability of low cost net-
work technology, the use of networks to interconnect sensors,
actuators and controllers is now widely accepted. Such increased
availability is one of the driving factors for the implementation
of smart sensor networks. To ensure the correctness of the
supported applications, the communication network must provide
a reliable and timely communication service. Aside from the
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol, one of the components
that has a high impact in the communication delays is the
local communication stack. Therefore, the usage of an adequate
communication stack is of utmost importance to guarantee the
timing correctness of the supported smart sensor applications.

In this paper, we analyze the real-time aspects of a CAN-based
smart sensor network. We assess the use of well established real-
time scheduling algorithms to manage the outgoing queue of each
of the local communication stacks. We show that it is possible
to improve the responsiveness of applications supported by the
CAN communication protocol, by using just a light scheduling
middleware to adequately schedule each of the outgoing queues.
We also show that implementing such middleware upon COTS
communication hardware, it is possible to reduce the occurrence
of priority inversions in the communication medium. Therefore
it becomes possible to decrease the number of deadline misses
even for highly loaded network scenarios.

As a consequence, we advocate that CAN networks can be
an interesting solution to support event-triggered smart sensor
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial automation is fundamental for a competitive gain
in all industrial sectors. From a systemic approach, industrial
automation can be characterized as a set of techniques enabling
the construction of active subsystems. These subsystems have
capability to interact with the industrial processes for control,
monitoring, and supervision proposes.

The traditional 4-20mA sensors are being replaced by dig-
ital devices interconnected through a low-cost field network.
In [1], the author characterize smart transducer as the integra-
tion of an analog or digital sensor or an actuator element, a
processing unit, and a network interface.
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The distributed approach enabled significant improvements
in the flexibility and scalability aspects of the industrial
processes; however, it also brought new scientific and techno-
logical challenges, as new models and algorithms for real time
and safety communications under costs and environmental
restrictions.

In [2], Kopetz defines that an important requirement for a
real-time communication system is its timeliness. The pro-
tocol´s timeliness is a determining factor for the temporal
”freshness” and validity of real-time data. In addition to the
transmission of information, a real-time protocol must provide
a set of additional services:
• Clock Synchronization: Required to synchronize all

clocks on the network, and therefore to provide a global
time service.

• Real-Time Communication Service: A communication
scheduling service to guarantee that message deadlines
are met.

• Fault-Tolerance: Required to guarantee that if, even
when a fault occurs, the system is still capable of pro-
viding a valuable service.

The use of a CAN network [3] is a possible solution
to support real-time communication in event-triggered smart
sensor environments. CAN network was originally designed
for use within road vehicles. More recently, the CAN commu-
nication protocol has attracted an increased attention from the
research community, namely in what concerns the guarantee
of real-time constraints [4], the implementation of innovative
scheduling approaches, either server-based [5] or cyclic table-
based [6], and the provision of reliable communication ser-
vices [7].

However, when assessing the most common COTS commu-
nication boards, one of the perceived drawbacks is that the out-
going communication queues are FIFO queues. Therefore, the
message transfer in CAN networks using such communication
boards is prone to priority inversions. That is, lower priority
messages will be regularly transferred before higher priority
messages, due to the order inversion at the outgoing queue. As
a consequence, message deadlines will be frequently missed,
whereas they could be respected if the adequate scheduling
strategies were implemented.

The objective of this paper is analyze the feasibility to
use the CAN network as a possible real-time solution to
interconnect smart sensors. Thus, this paper assesses a set of
state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms that have been proposed
for scheduling messages in CAN networks. Specifically, it
assesses how such algorithms can be implemented to re-order
the outgoing communication queue and, as a consequence,



to guarantee the real-time behavior of CAN communications,
minimizing or even avoiding the priority inversion problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the most important characteristics of CAN
networks. Section III describes some of the most relevant
research works on response time analysis of CAN networks.
In Section IV, we present the main strategies to schedule
the local outgoing queues, which are proposed in this paper.
These strategies will be assessed in Section V. Finally, some
conclusions about the suitability of using CAN to support
smart sensor networks are drawn in Section VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CAN PROTOCOL

The CAN protocol implements a priority-based bus with
a carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) medium access control. In this protocol any sta-
tion can access the bus when the bus becomes idle. However,
contrarily to Ethernet-like networks, the collision resolution is
non-destructive, in the sense that, one of the messages being
transmitted will succeed. The collision resolution mechanism
is very simple and is supported by the frame structure, namely
by its twelve (or thirty, if the extended specification is used)
leading bits, denoted in Figure 1 as start and identifier fields.

Data

(0,...,8) ´ 8 bits

Identifier
11 bits

DLC
4 bits

Start

1 bit
r0

1 bit

RTR

1 bit

IDE

1 bit

Fig. 1. Header of a CAN frame

The identifier field serves for two different purposes. On
one hand it identifies a message stream in a CAN network.
On the other hand, it is a priority field, which enables the
medium access control to schedule the contending messages.

The medium access control in CAN works as follows: when
the bus becomes idle, every station with pending messages will
start to transmit. Due to its open-collector nature, the CAN bus
acts as a wired AND-gate, where each station is able to read
the bus status. During the transmission of the identifier field,
if a station is transmitting a ”1” and reads a ”0”, it means that
there was a collision with at least one higher-priority message,
and consequently this station aborts the message transmission.
The highest-priority message being transmitted will proceed
without perceiving any collision, and thus will be successfully
transmitted. Obviously, each message stream must be uniquely
identified.

To illustrate this collision resolution mechanism, consider
the message stream set of Table I and the related collision
resolution illustrated in Figure 2. The winning message is
the one with the lowest identifier (more leading zero bits).
This collision resolution mechanism imposes that the different

stations contending for the bus, start transmitting their highest-
priority pending message synchronously. It follows that this
requirement brings strict limitations to the physical charac-
teristics of the network: its bus length and its transmission
data rate. For instance, considering a bus length of 40m, the
maximum data rate is 1Mbps. Longer buses are only possible
at the cost of a data rate reduction. Within the context of this
paper we selected a data rate of 20 kbps, which enables the
use of buses up to 2 km long. Both the selected data rate and
bus lenght are compatible with a huge number of smart sensor
network applications.

TABLE I
MESSAGE STREAM SET EXAMPLE

Message Identifier field

A 01000111111
B 01000011111
C 01000001111
D 01000000111

msg B

msg C

msg D

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

msg A

1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

1 Suspends

0

0

0

1 Suspends

0

0

1 Suspends

0 1

Start bit

1 1

Time

(in bits)

rest of the

message

Fig. 2. CAN Collision Resolution Mechanism

III. CAN REAL-TIME COMMUNICATIONS

In [8], the authors addressed in detail the analysis of real-
time communications in CAN, assuming fixed priorities for
message streams. In such case, the worst-case response time
of a queued message, measured from the release of the queuing
task to the time the message is fully transmitted, is:

Rm = Jm + Im + Cm (1)

Jm is the queuing jitter of message stream Sm inher-
ited from the worst-case response time Rsender(m) (where
sender(m) denotes the task which queues the message m).
The term Im represents the worst-case queuing delay - longest
time between placing the message in the priority-ordered
outgoing queue - and the start of the message transmission.

The Deadline Monotonic (DM) priority assignment [8] can
be directly implemented in a CAN network, by setting the
identifier field of each message stream to a unique priority,



according to the DM rule. Therefore:

Im = Bm +
∑

∀jεhp(m)

([
Im + Jj + τbit

Tj

]
× Cj

)
(2)

where Bm is the worst-case blocking factor, which is equal to
the longest time taken to transmit a lower priority message,
and is given by:

Bm = max
∀kεlp(m)

{0, Ck} (3)

The set lp(m) is the set of message streams with lower-
priority than message stream Sm. τbit is the time taken to
transmit a bit on the bus and hp(m) is the set of message
streams in the system with higher-priority than the message
stream Sm. Cm is the longest time taken to transmit a message
from stream Sm.

Alternatives for the fixed priority assignment are the dy-
namic priority schemes, such as the non-preemptive Earliest
Deadline First (EDF). In [9], the authors analyze how the
EDF scheduling algorithm [10] could be used to schedule
CAN messages. In this work, the authors propose the use of
a mixed traffic scheduler (MTS), which attempts to provide
a high utilization of the communication medium while using
the standard 11-bit format for the identifier field.

The goal of the MTS scheduler is to make the identifier
fields of different message streams to reflect the deadlines of
messages. However, considering that each message must have
a unique identifier field (which is a requirement of CAN),
they suggested the division of the identifier field into three
sub-fields (Figure 3). Where a) is for the messages that are
to be scheduled according to the EDF, b) is for messages to
be scheduled according to the DM, and c) is for low-priority
messages.

a)

uniqueness

5 bits

Identifier

11 bits

1

deadline

5 bits

Identifier

11 bits

0

DM Priority

9 bits

1

b)

Identifier

11 bits

0

Low Priority

9 bits

0

c)

Fig. 3. Identifier field of a MTS message

For the higher-priority message, the deadline field is derived
from the deadline of the message. To deal with the case
where two messages have the same deadline, the one with
the highest uniqueness code will win (note that Zuberi and
Shin assume a Wired-OR bus, thus being ’1’ the dominant
bit). The uniqueness code also serves to identify the message
for reception purposes.

To encode the deadline field, the authors solved the two
following problems. The first is that the remaining slack time
of a message changes every clock tick. This requires identifiers

of all messages to be continually updated, and also that each
local clock must be synchronized. The second problem is
that in a typical system, message streams may have largely
different deadlines, which raises a problem with the length
of the identifier field (only 5 bits to encode the deadline). To
solve the second problem, the authors divided the time into
regions and encoded deadlines according to which region they
fall in. Deadlines are then expressed relatively to a periodically
increasing reference called the start of epoch (SOE).

IV. SCHEDULING OF THE OUTGOING COMMUNICATION
QUEUE

Our main goal was to assess a set of state-of-the-art schedul-
ing algorithms, used to schedule messages in CAN networks.
We were interested in the assessment of the ordering of
messages in the outgoing communication queue. Specifically,
we were interested in demonstrate that, using only COTS
hardware and a light scheduling software layer, it would be
possible to reduce or avoid the priority inversion problem of an
unscheduled communications stack, improving the real-time
characteristics of the CAN communication protocol.

Such scheduling strategies were implemented in PhyCORE
modules. A desktop PC, through a IXXAT Automation iPC-
I320 board, was used to monitor the timing characteristics of
the network traffic. Those PhyCORE modules are based on the
AduC812 microcontroller from Analog Devices and provide
several AD/DA channels, a real-time clock, memory expansion
and one SJA1000 Philips CAN controller in a single board.

Three scheduling strategies were devised to manage the
software-implemented outgoing communication queue. The
implemented setup is briefly described in Figure 4.

SJA1000

outgoing buffer

Message

Generation

SJA1000 CAN

Communication

Controller

CAN Network

Proposed

middleware

Queue Scheduling

Mechanisms

Fig. 4. Inside a remote node

A. Message generation

Messages are generated at each node by the periodic in-
terrupt of one of the microcontroller’s internal timers and
according to several predefined periodicities. A maximum of
four message streams are generated at each node and stored on
the outgoing message queue according to one of three possible
scheduling disciplines.



For the experimental setup, eight message stream sets were
used, with a network load ranging from 70% up to 95%. These
eight message streams generate a set of load scenarios, which
are adequate for the comparison of the proposed scheduling
strategies.

The message scheduling was observed during a 60s snapshot
and the number of deadline misses for each scheduling strategy
were counted and compared. The total number of generated
messages during the 60s snapshot, for each message stream
and for each network load, can be observed in Figure 5.

Network LoadMessage
Stream 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95%

20002000 20002000 20002000

20002000 20002000 20002000

12761000 17141132 15791428

12761000 17141132 15791428

645496 870572 790723

645496 870572 790723

429332 577380 531480

429332 577380 531480

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Fig. 5. Total number of generated messages

B. Local FIFO Scheduling

A first scheduling strategy - Local FIFO Scheduling (LFS)
- is implemented just for comparison purposes. This is the
algorithm traditionally used in CAN communication boards,
for scheduling the outgoing message queue. In order to enable
a direct comparison between the results obtained when using
different scheduling strategies, we implemented the FIFO
Scheduling algorithm in the proposed middleware (instead of
using the one available in the CAN communication controller).
Therefore, it has also been implemented using a similar
structure as the one used in the other algorithms: a circular
buffer where the generated messages are consecutively placed
in the buffer position pointed to by PointerIN. Whenever the
SJA1000 outgoing buffer is empty and there is at least one
message in the circular buffer, the message pointed to by
PointerOUT is sent to the SJA1000 outgoing buffer.

C. Local Priority Scheduling

A second scheduling strategy - Local Priority Scheduling
(LPS) - manipulates the positions where generated messages
are placed. Such manipulation is supported by a timed pointer,
TIMEOUT, that is incremented every 5ms. Whenever a mes-
sage is generated and moved to the circular buffer, it is placed
in the (TIMEOUT +Ti) position, where Ti is the periodicity
of message stream Mi expressed in multiples of 5 milliseconds.
Whenever the SJA1000 outgoing buffer is empty and there is
at least one message in the circular buffer, the message that
is closest to the position pointed to by the TIMEOUT pointer
is sent to the SJA1000 outgoing buffer. This means that the
message with the earliest deadline in the circular buffer is
the one that will be scheduled for transmission. The pointer

... 5ms
5ms

5ms
5ms

...
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1

m 2

m
3

m
4

T1

T2

T3

T4

Deadlines

PointerIN

timeout

PointerOUT

ID

FRM

TRISTATE

Fig. 6. Circular Buffer for LPS

PointerOUT is used to memorize the position of the message
scheduled for transmission. Figure 6 illustrates this behavior.

If the SJA1000 is unable to immediately transfer the sched-
uled message (in the case when another CAN node transfers
a higher priority message) and a newly arrived message to the
circular buffer has an earlier deadline, then those two messages
will be swapped. This means that the previously scheduled
message is moved back to the circular buffer, to the position
pointed to by the PointerOUT pointer.

D. Local Priority Scheduling with Temporal Epochs

The third scheduling strategy - local priority scheduling
with temporal epochs (LPS-TE) - implements the concept
of Temporal Epochs proposed by Zuberi and Shin [9], that
was briefly explained in Section 3. The proposed scheme
implements the Mixed Traffic Scheduler (MTS) to schedule
messages similarly to the EDF scheduling algorithm [10].
Basically, it encodes the deadline field (DF) according to the
following set of rules:

DF =

{
x−timeout

16 if x−timeout
16 < 15

255 if x−timeout
16 ≥ 15.

(4)

additionally, it also implements the Local Priority Scheduling
proposed in the previous subsection.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A highly loaded network scenario was implemented, in
order to assess the proposed scheduling strategies. We consider
a CAN network transferring 8 message streams, with priorities
set according to the Deadline Monotonic rule [11], that is: the
message stream with the smaller deadline (di) will be assigned
with the highest priority identifier. All the transferred messages
have the same message length: Ci = 5, 5ms and a deadline



value equal to its periodicity (di = Ti). The periodicities of
the message streams were set according to the following rules:
• The message stream with smaller periodicity generates a

message every 30ms;
• The periodicity (Ti) of the other message streams are

related by a integer coefficient α, which enables setting
up different network loads for related sets of message
streams. The selected set of periodicities were:

T1 = 30ms T2 = T1

T3 = 2αT1 T4 = 2αT1

T5 = 4αT1 T6 = 4αT1

T7 = 6αT1 T8 = 6αT1

(5)

Therefore, the overall network load (U ) can be evaluated
using the following equation:

U = 2×
(

C

T1
+

C

2αT1
+

C

4αT1
+

C

6αT1

)
(6)

Specifically, we were interested in the comparison of the
number of deadline misses for each of the proposed message
scheduling approaches. Therefore, the message scheduling was
observed during several 60s snapshots and the number of
deadline misses was counted and compared.

A. Deadline misses

For the case of the FIFO Scheduling approach, which is the
algorithm traditionally used in CAN communication boards to
schedule the outgoing message queue, the obtained results are
illustrated in Figure 7. Clearly, the number of deadline misses
during the 60s snapshots is totally unacceptable for a fieldbus
network intended to support real-time applications.

FIFO queues in each node
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Fig. 7. Results for FIFO Scheduling

As it can be observed, there are deadline misses for the
highest priority streams M1 and M2 even with network loads
as small as 75%.

With the Local Priority Scheduling strategy, the obtained
results are significantly different (Figure 8). While for inter-
mediate network load scenarios, there were no experienced
deadline misses, for higher network load scenarios there was
a significant increase in the number of deadline misses, but
now just for the lowest priority streams (M6 and M8).

This behavior forecasts an improved capability to support
real-time applications, in the case of intermediate network

Local Priority Scheduling
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Fig. 8. Results for Local Priority Scheduling

load scenarios. However, for overload scenarios, the timing
behavior is still unacceptable to support real-time applications.

Finally, when implementing the Local Priority Schedul-
ing with Temporal Epochs, the obtained results, illustrated
in Figure 9, are clearly better than the results for any of
the previous scheduling strategies. The number of deadline
misses both for intermediate and for highly loaded network
scenarios is significantly smaller than in the previous cases.
This behavior forecasts an improved capability to support real-
time applications.

Local Priority Scheduling and Temporal Epochs
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Fig. 9. Results for Local Priority Scheduling with Temporal Epochs

Nevertheless, it must be stated that in order to draw defini-
tive conclusions about the timing behavior of the proposed
scheduling strategies, there is still the need to perform a thor-
ough analysis for multiple network load scenarios. From the
above examples, we can only state that the illustrated results
(for cases 2 and 3) forecast an improved timing behavior for
the supported applications, when compared to the case where
it is used the traditional CAN communication boards algorithm
(case 1).

B. Scheduling code overhead

The three implemented strategies were scrutinized for code
overhead and the results of this analysis are illustrated in
Figure 10.

As it can be observed, the results of the code profiler
tool reveal that the middleware implementation represents an
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Fig. 10. Code profiler results

overhead smaller than 12%, even for the case of the used small
performance microcontroller. When comparing the proposed
scheduling approaches, it also reveals a very small code
overhead for the second and third strategies over the FIFO
strategy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we assessed real-time aspects of the CAN-
based field network. We propose the use of state-of-the-art
scheduling algorithms to manage the outgoing queue of CAN
communication stacks, in order to improve the responsiveness
of supported applications. We showed that it is possible to
reduce the occurrence of priority inversions in the communi-
cation medium, and therefore it becomes possible to decrease
the number of deadline misses even for highly loaded network
scenarios.

We provided early implementation results of deadline
misses versus network load for two scheduling algorithms
and showed their better performance and small computing
overhead when compared with the FIFO scheduling method,
making them very attractive for implementation on low end
processors.

Therefore, the use of the CAN network to support event-
triggered smart sensor networks seems to be an interesting
and promising solution. The main drawback of CAN networks
that is the ratio bus lenght/Data rate may not be relevant, as
a significative amount of smart sensor applications are able to
work as relatively small data rates.
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